
CT8
CAFÉTOUCH 
Touchless Bean to cup
Compact, elegant  
and versatile. A high  
performance machine,  
perfect for any environment

Compact, elegant and packed with innovative 
technology, the Cafetouch 8 is the perfect bean to 
cup coffee machine for any environment.

Versatility is at the heart of the CT8. The 10” 
touchscreen has an intuitive layout and offers a 
step-by-step mode, giving you the ability to offer a 
wide range of top quality drinks, that all completely 
customisable. And the Drip-saver systems means the 
cup station is always clean after every drink. 



TECHNOLOGY
The Cafétouch 8 is a high performance 
machine packed with technology and 
thanks to the new Drip-Saver system, 
the cup station is always clean.

CONTACT US TODAY:
Freephone 0800 8499110   |  Email sales@liquidline.co.uk  |  www.liquidline.co.uk

CONNECTIONS

Rated Power 50/60Hz – 1600W
50/60Hz – 1800W

410mm
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VERSATILITY
The Cafétouch 8 is completely 
versatile and can offer a multitude 
of drinks -  from a black coffee to 
cappuccinos, lattes and mochas.

INTUITIVE TOUCH SCREEN
The innovative 10” Touch Screen is 
capable of playing videos, and has  
a intuitive interface, with step-by-
step mode.

COFFEE GROUP
The Cafétouch 8 dispenses a single 
or double coffee simultaneously 
thanks to larger-diameter filters in 
the coffee group.

34 
KG

WEIGHT

TOUCHLESS COFFEE TECHNOLOGY
The Cafetouch 8 bean to cup coffee machine is our 
innovative touchless coffee machine. Enjoy freshly 
brewed hot beverages remotely at the touch of a button:

APP CONTROLLED 
Wifi Enable Cafetouch Wifi App using the cloud

HYBRID MODE 
Choose between App only Or Touch Screen only

FEATURES
Flexible drinks menu 6-30 drinks

Variable pre-selections 7

10” Touchscreen 

Video screen saver and playback 

Wi-Fi enabled touchless app 

Low ingredient email alerts 

Pre ground bypass 

Bean hoppers 1

Powder canisters Up to 3

Variable coffee chamber 

Grounds draw (pucks) 85

Cup raiser 

Automatic cleaning cycle 

Energy saving mode 

0.6kg bean hoppers 

1kg bean hoppers 
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